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Abstract. Spectral signature coding is an effective means of character-
izing spectral features. This paper develops a rather different encoding
concept, called progressive signature coding �PSC�, which encodes a
signature in a hierarchical manner. More specifically, it progressively en-
codes a spectral signature in multiple stages; each of these stages cap-
tures disjoint spectral information contained in the spectral signature. As
a result of this progressive coding, a spectral profile of progressive
changes in a spectral signature can be generated for spectral character-
ization. The proposed idea is very simple and evolved from the pulse
code modulation �PCM� commonly used in communications and signal
processing. It expands PCM to multistage PCM �MPCM� in the sense
that a signature can be decomposed and quantized by PCM progres-
sively in multiple stages for spectral characterization. In doing so, the
MPCM generates a priority code for a spectral signature so that its spec-
tral information captured in different stages can be prioritized in accor-
dance with significance of changes in spectral variation. Such MPCM-
based progressive spectral signature coding �MPCM-PSSC� can be
useful in applications such as hyperspectral data exploitation, environ-
mental monitoring, and chemical/biological agent detection. Experiments
are provided to demonstrate the utility of the MPCM-PSSC in signature
discrimination and identification. © 2006 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2353113�
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1 Introduction

Spectral signature coding �SSC� is a scheme or a rule or a
mapping that transforms spectral values into a new set of
symbols in a specific manner such that a signature can be
represented by the new symbols more effectively or effi-
ciently. In hyperspectral imagery, each pixel is acquired by
hundreds of contiguous spectral channels to form a column
vector that can be used to diagnose subtle material sub-
stances based on their spectral characteristics. Therefore,
taking advantage of such intrapixel spectral information
�e.g., spectral information provided by spectral channels
within a hyperspectral image pixel vector� is one of great
benefits resulting from hyperspectral data. However, this
comes at the price that many unknown spectral signatures
may be also extracted to further complicate spectral analy-
sis. So, one of major challenges in hyperspectral data ex-
ploitation is how to best utilize the spectral information
c0091-3286/2006/$22.00 © 2006 SPIE
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rovided by hyperspectral imagery to accomplish tasks
uch as detection, discrimination, classification, and identi-
cation while discarding undesired information caused by
nwanted interference such as noise.

This paper investigates a new approach to SSC, called
rogressive spectral signature coding �PSSC�, where the
SC is carried out in a progressive fashion rather than as
equential coding. It is a technique that can decompose a
ignature in multiple stages, each of which captures spec-
ral changes in a progressive manner.1–3 As a consequence,
t provides a profile of progressive changes in spectral
ariation that describes the spectral behavior of a pixel vec-
or in various stages. Accordingly, we can consider PSSC
s soft coding in a progressive procedure, as opposed to
SC, which can be viewed as hard coding performed by
lassical coding techniques with binary decisions.

This paper develops a technique, called multistage pulse
ode modulation �MPCM� for PSSC �MPCM-PSSC�,
hich was previously developed for progressive image

4
ompression. The success of MPCM has been also dem-
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Chang et al.: Progressive coding for hyperspectral signature characterization
onstrated in image progressive reconstruction,5,6 progres-
sive edge detection7,8 and progressive text detection.9 It is
in fact a one-dimensional �1-D� transform coding tech-
nique, which encodes a 1-D signal progressively according
to a priority assigned to each signal point. The signal pri-
orities are determined by changes between two successive
signal points. Interestingly, a hyperspectral image pixel can
be also considered as a 1-D signal function.10,11 As a con-
sequence, each signal point corresponds to the spectral
value of a particular wavelength in spectral dimension.
With this interpretation, the MPCM can be implemented to
capture progressive changes of spectral variation occurring
at spectral wavelengths that are used to acquire the pixel.

One major advantage of using the PSSC is characteriza-
tion of a spectral signature in progressive changes across its
spectral channels. This unique feature cannot be accom-
plished by any hard-coding-based spectral coding methods.
Another advantage is that the spectral profile of progressive
changes produced for a signature can be used for various
applications such as discrimination, classification, or iden-
tification. It is often the case that two signatures are very
similar in the spectral signature vector direction measured
by a spectral angle mapper �SAM�,11,12 but in fact have
very different spectral profiles of progressive changes in a
range of spectral channels. The PSSC provides such a pro-
file for signature characterization. A third advantage is its
use for change detection, which is a major task in land-
cover remote sensing image classification and has been
generally performed by temporal processing. The PSSC of-
fers a different perspective on change detection in terms of
spectral variation. A fourth advantage is that it can be
viewed as a progressive implementation of a sequence of
binary coding with a set of decreasing thresholds.

The proposed MPCM-PSSC provides a new look at how
a SSC can be accomplished progressively for signature
characterization. The idea is derived from the success of the
MPCM in text detection for video images,9 where the edges
of text were detected more effectively in a progressive
manner. Such progressive edge detection seems to be very
useful in hyperspectral signature characterization. It gener-
ates a priority code that keeps track of progressive changes
in spectral variation. The larger the change in a spectral
wavelength is, the higher the priority of this particular
wavelength is. Such an MPCM-PSSC-generated priority
code provides fingerprints of a spectral signature via prior-
ity code words assigned to each of spectral wavelengths.
Here, the term “code” refers to a codebook, which is made
up of code words that are used for encoding. Another im-
portant advantage resulting from the MPCM-PSSC-
generated priority code is progressive decomposition of a
spectral signature in accordance with the priority code
words assigned to each spectral wavelength. The resulting
progressive decomposition delineates a profile of progres-
sive changes in spectral variation that can be used for dis-
crimination and identification of a spectral signature, a fea-
ture that cannot be achieved by any spectral similarity
measure. Furthermore, the MPCM-PSSC-generated priority
code can progressively reconstruct a spectral signature sim-
ply by the priority code words assigned to spectral wave-
lengths. This progressive signature reconstruction enables
one to see how spectral changes are updated in order to

recover the original signature from the MPCM-generated w
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riority code. Most importantly, the MPCM-PSSC priority
ode can describe progressive transitions of spectral values
rom one spectral band to another via a simple coding
cheme with a detailed profile of a spectral signature in
erms of progressive changes in spectral variation across
pectral wavelengths. Such capability makes the MPCM-
SSC unique. It distinguishes the MPCM-PSSC from a
pectral similarity measure, which can only measure the
loseness or similarity between two spectral signatures, not
rogressive spectral signature similarity across spectral
avelengths.
In order to facilitate analysis, a distinction between dis-

rimination and identification, suggested in Ref. 11, is also
ade clear in this paper. The former is performed among a

et of signatures, so that one signature is discerned from
nother, whereas the latter is performed by verifying a sig-
ature via a database �spectral library�. Consequently, algo-
ithms designed for discrimination and identification are
lightly different. In particular, a threshold is generally re-
uired for signature discrimination to discriminate one sig-
ature from another. On the other hand, signature identifi-
ation via a database can be performed directly by finding
he signature in the database that best matches the signature
o be identified. In our proposed MPCM-PSSC, the signa-
ure discrimination and signature matching are measured by
riority code words using the Hamming distance. Finally,
omputer simulations and real data experiments are con-
ucted to demonstrate the utility of the MPCM-PSSC in
pplications of signature discrimination and identification.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
ection 2 describes the MPCM encoding scheme in detail.
ection 3 presents an MPCM-based progressive spectral
ignature coding �MPCM-PSSC� and develops algorithms
or discrimination and identification. Section 4 conducts ex-
ensive experiments to substantiate the proposed MPCM-
SSC. Section 5 summarizes the results and conclusions
ith some remarks.

Multistage Pulse Code Modulation
n this section, we present a new concept, called multistage
ulse coding modulation �MPCM�, that can be used for
ncoding spectral signatures in a progressive manner.
PCM was originally developed for image progressive

ransmission and reconstruction.4–6 It can be viewed as a
rogressive version of a commonly used coding scheme in
ommunications, pulse code modulation �PCM�.13 It ex-
ands the hard-decision PCM-based quantizer to a soft-
ecision quantizer in such a fashion that it allows PCM to
ave a nondecision region, which passes on its decisions
rogressively to the next stage. As a result, a decision can
e refined stage by stage so as to improve the quantization
esults.

The idea of multistage coding is not new and can be
ound in Ref. 13, in which many references are available,
uch as to tree or residual coding,2,3,13,14 and multiresolu-
ion decomposition.15 Nevertheless, the MPCM is new and
uite different from the reported references in that it makes
se of priority code words derived from multiple stages for
rogressive coding. The detailed idea of the MPCM can be
escribed as follows.

A PCM-based coder is a quantizer, denoted by Q�x�,
M
hich is specified by a set of quantization levels ��k�k=1
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Chang et al.: Progressive coding for hyperspectral signature characterization
and a corresponding set of quantization thresholds ��k�k=1
M .

It quantizes a signal function x�n� according to

Q�x�n�� = �k if x�n� � ��k−1,�k� , �1�

where �0 and �M are initial conditions determined by the
domain of the signal function x�n�. It is a hard-decision-
based quantizer, referred to as a hard quantization, because
Q�x�n�� must make a decision on the input x�n� via Eq. �1�
by assigning the quantization level �k to x�n�. The pro-
posed MPCM expands Q�x� in the sense that x�n� in Eq. �1�
is encoded by a sequence of M soft-decision-based quan-
tizers �Qk�x�n���k=1

M in multiple stages, referred to as soft
quantizers, in a progressive manner, as opposed to the hard
decision made by one single value �k in Eq. �1�. Unlike the
hard-decision-based quantizer described in Eq. �1�, which
makes its binary decision on x�n� by means of a single
threshold interval ��k−1 ,�k� for each quantization level �k,
Qk�x�n�� makes its decision based on three threshold inter-
vals, �−� ,−�k�, �−�k ,�k�, and ��k ,��, determined by its
quantization level �k, where the interval �−�k ,�k� is des-
ignated as a no-decision threshold interval. More specifi-
cally, a soft quantizer Qk�x�n�� derived from Q�x�n�� via
the k’th quantization level �k is defined by

Qk�x�n�� = �− �k if x�n� � �− �,− �k� ,

x�n� if x�n� � �− �k,�k� ,

�k if x�n� � ��k,�� ,
� �2�

where the soft quantizer Qk�x�n�� passes its input x�n� with-
out making any decision when the input x�n� falls in the
region x�n�� �−�k ,�k� as described in Fig. 1. The conse-
quence of soft decisions comes from the inclusion of the
no-decision interval �−�k ,�k� in the quantizer Qk�x�n��.

The MPCM takes advantage of the soft quantizer
Qk�x�n�� specified by Eq. �2� to perform quantization pro-
gressively in multiple stages specified by ��k�k=1

M , referred
to as stage levels in the MPCM. Assume that ��k�k=1

M are
strictly decreasing quantization levels, i.e., �1��2� ¯

��M �0. Therefore, the no-decision-made outputs passed
by the k’th soft quantizer Qk�x�n�� at stage k are further
processed by the follow-up �k+1�st soft quantizer
Qk+1�x�n�� in the next stage, which uses a smaller quanti-
zation level, �k+1��k to refine its decision. In other words,
instead of encoding x�n� directly into �k by Eq. �1�, x�n� is
actually encoded by M soft quantizers �Qk�x�n���k=1

M one at

Fig. 1 A soft quantizer Qk�x�n�� described by Eq. �2�.
a time, progressively using M refined quantization levels.
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s a result of using a sequence of progressive soft quantiz-
rs �Qk�x�n���k=1

M , x�n� can be decomposed into a set of
inary-valued stage components, denoted by �x̂k�n��k=1

M

here x̂k�n�� �0,1� for 1�k�M, so that the x�n� can be
pproximated by the estimate x̂�n� of x�n� given by

ˆ�n� = x̂1�1 + x̂2�2 + ¯ + x̂M�M = 	
k=1

M

x̂k�n��k. �3�

The key task is to find the desired set of M soft binary
uantizers, �Qk�x�n���k=1

M for a given set of quantization lev-
ls ��k�k=1

M to produce an optimal M-block-length binary
ode for Eq. �3� in approximation. In doing so, the soft
uantizer using the quantization level �k defined by Eq. �2�
an be used for the k’th progressive soft quantizer in the
PCM defined by

k��k−1�n�� = �− �k if �k−1�n� � �− �,− �k� ,

�k−1�n� if �k−1�n� � �− �k,�k� ,

�k if �k−1�n� � ��k,�� ,
� �4�

hich takes as its input the approximation error �k−1�n�
x�n�−	 j=1

k−1x̂j�n�� j obtained at the �k−1�st stage. It should
e noted that �k−1�n� used in Eq. �4� is the approximation
rror obtained by successive approximations using the bi-
ary code word �x̂1�n�x̂2�n�¯ x̂M�n�� up to the �k−1�st
tage. The soft decision comes from the case that if
k−1�n�� �−�k ,�k�, then Qk��k−1�n��=�k−1�n�.

A detailed implementation of the MPCM is described as
ollows. A generalized version of MPCM can be found in
efs. 4–6.

PCM encoding algorithm for the n’th signal point
�n�.

1. Initial condition: Let ��k�k=1
M be a set of M stage lev-

els that are used for MPCM, and the initial approxi-
mation error be �0�n�=x�n�− x̂�n−1�, where x̂�n−1�
is obtained by Eq. �3�. Set x̂�0�=0 and k=1.

2. At the k’th stage, three cases are considered for the
k’th two-valued soft quantizer Qk defined by Eq. �4�:

Case 1. If �k−1�n���k, then Qk��k−1�n��=�k, x̂k�n�
=1; set x̂j�n�=0 for k� j�M. In this case,
the priority code word c�n� assigned to x�n�

Fig. 2 Case 1 for MPCM encoding algorithm.
is c�n�=k. Its diagram is depicted in Fig. 2.

September 2006/Vol. 45�9�
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Chang et al.: Progressive coding for hyperspectral signature characterization
Let �M�n�=�k−1�n�−	 j=k
M x̂j�n�� j =�k−1�n�

−�k. Go to step 4.
Case 2. If �k−1�n��−�k, then Qk��k−1�n��=−�k,

x̂k�n�=0; set x̂j�n�=1 for k� j�M. In this
case, the priority code word c�n� assigned
to x�n� is c�n�=k. Its diagram is depicted in
Fig. 3. Let �M�n�=�k−1�n�−	 j=k

M x̂j�n�� j

=�k−1�n�−	 j=k+1
M �k. Go to step 4.

Case 3. If −�k��k−1�n���k, then Qk��k−1�n��
=�k−1�n� and x̂k�n�= x̂k�n−1�. Its diagram is
depicted in Fig. 4. Go to step 3.

3. If k�M, let k=k+1 and go to step 2. Otherwise,
continue.

4. Go to the next sample, �n+1�st signal point, x�n+1�.

In this MPCM encoding algorithm, the priority code
word is only assigned when a hard decision is made in a
certain stage. When it occurs at stage k, the encoding for
x�n� is terminated and the priority code word for x�n� is
encoded as c�n�=k. In this case, the priority assigned to
x�n� is k, which indicates that there is a significant change
in x�n� at stage k. As a result, the higher the priority is, the
greater the change is, and the smaller the index number of
the stage is. That is, c�n�=1 has the highest priority, since
there is a drastic change in stage 1 specified by the largest
quantization level �1. To the contrary, c�n�=M indicates
that there only has been a small change in stage M, because
the quantization level �M is the smallest one. Interestingly,
an immediate advantage resulting from the MPCM encod-
ing algorithm is that it allows one to decompose a signal
sample x�n� in multiple stages, viz., M stages, and its pri-
ority code word indicates in which stage the priority
occurs—where the signal sample makes a significant
change.

Correspondingly, we also describe the MPCM decoding
algorithm as follows. It decodes the n’th signal sample x�n�
according to the encoded priority code word c�n� along
with the previous decoded x̂�n−1�, which is an approxima-
tion of x�n−1� via Eq. �3�. In contrast to the MPCM en-
coding algorithm, which decomposes the n’th signal sample

Fig. 3 Case 2 for MPCM encoding algorithm.
pFig. 4 Case 3 for MPCM encoding algorithm.

Optical Engineering 097002-4
tage by stage in M stages, the MPCM decoding algorithm
econstructs the n’th signal samples stage by stage accord-
ng to its priority code word c�n�.

PCM decoding algorithm for x�n�.

1. Initial condition: Let ��k�k=1
M be a set of M stage lev-

els that are used for MPCM. Set the initial condition
as x̂�0�=0, and let x̂�n−1� be the reconstruction of
x�n�, which is unknown and can be expressed by
�x̂k�n−1��k=1

M as

x̂�n − 1� = x̂1�n − 1��1 + x̂2�n − 1��2

+ ¯ + x̂M�n − 1��M . �5�

2. Input the encoded priority code word c�n�=k for
x�n�, in which case the priority of x�n� occurs in stage
k. Two cases are considered.

Case 1. If x̂k�n−1�=1, then x̂j�n�= x̂j�n−1� for 1
� j�k, x̂k�n�=0, and x̂j�n�=1 for k� j
�M. In this case, x̂�n�=	 j=1

k−1x̂j�n−1�� j

+	 j=k+1
M � j.

Case 2. If x̂k�n−1�=0, then x̂j�n�= x̂j�n−1� for 1
� j�k, x̂k�n�=1, and x̂j�n�=0 for k� j
�M. In this case, x̂�n�=	 j=1

k−1x̂j�n−1�� j

+�k.

Fig. 5 Spectral signature of methyl salicylate, r.

ig. 6 Graphical plot of priority code words for the signature of me-
hyl salicylate in Fig. 5. x-coordinates: band numbers; y-coordinates:

riority code words.
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Chang et al.: Progressive coding for hyperspectral signature characterization
In order to apply the MPCM to spectral signature cod-
ing, we consider the spectrum of a signature vector r
= �r1 ,r2 , . . . ,rL�T as a 1-D signature vector with rl the spec-
tral value of the l’th band. Let ��r�=maxl�rl�−minl�rl�. The
number of stages, M, is then given by

M = �log2 ��r�� + 1 �6�

with �x� defined as the largest integer less than or equal to
x. So, the stage levels ��k�k=1

M used in the MPCM are de-
fined by

�k�r� = 2−k��r� for k = 1,2, . . . ,M . �7�

In order to demonstrate the utility of the MPCM in spec-
tral signature coding, two examples are provided for
illustration.

The first example shows a progressive MPCM-encoded
signal of a 1-D chemical spectral data vector r, methyl
salicylate, obtained from the Web book of the National In-
stitute of Standards and Technology �NIST�.16 It is shown
in Fig. 5 and has 880 bands of spectral coverage from
450 to 3966 cm−1.

In order for the MPCM to operate on this signal, the
number of stages required for the MPCM encoding was
calculated by Eq. �6� to be M =13 stages. Since there are 13
stages, the stage levels obtained by Eq. �7� are �k

=��r� /2k for k=1,2 , . . . ,13. The initial condition is as-
sumed to be x�0�=0. Figure 6 shows a graphical plot of the
priority code words c�n� for each of signal points x�n� in
Fig. 5 produced by the MPCM encoding algorithm with the
x axis and y axis specified by signal points and their corre-
sponding priority code words ranging from 1 to 13. Using
the MPCM encoded priority code words provided by Fig.
6, a 13-stage progressive decomposition into signal compo-
nents of the original signal in Fig. 5 can be obtained as in

Fig. 7 MPCM-encoded progressive spectral sig
bers; y-coordinates: priority code words.
Fig. 7. As we can see from Fig. 7, the MPCM encoding p
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lgorithm started with the highest stage level, �1= �213/2�
���r� /213�=4096	 ���r� /213�, in stage 1, and then re-

uced stage levels by factors of 2 to refine signal samples
ntil it reached the last stage, which is stage 13 specified by
tage level �13=��r� /213.

In order to decode the signal of methyl salicylate, the
PCM-encoded priority code words in Fig. 6 were used as

nputs, and Fig. 8 shows the 13 decoded signal components
f methyl salicylate for stage-by-stage signature reconstruc-
ion along with the approximation error �13�n�.

Since it may not be trivial to fully understand how the
PCM works, a second example is provided by Table 1 for

llustration. It takes the first 20 signal points in Fig. 5 and
alks through detailed stage-by-stage implementations of

he MPCM encoding and decoding algorithms.
In Table 1, the first set of columns lists the inputs speci-

ed by the first 20 signal points �x�n��n=1
20 with the initial

of methyl salicylate. x-coordinates: band num-

ig. 8 Stage-by-stage decoded spectral signatures of methyl sali-
ylate from the priority code words in Fig. 6, along with the approxi-
ation error �13�n�. x-coordinates: band numbers; y-coordinates:
natures
riority code words.

September 2006/Vol. 45�9�
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Chang et al.: Progressive coding for hyperspectral signature characterization
condition specified by x�0�=0. The second set lists the val-
ues of predicted x̂�n� and predicted error ��n�. The third set
lists all predicted values of signal components in 13 stages
with stage levels specified by the largest stage level, �1

=212=4096, down to the smallest stage level, �13=20=1.
Finally, the last column lists the priority code words
�c�n��n=1

20 for the first 20 signal points, �x�n��n=1
20 .

Table 2 provides a stage-by-stage decoding process for
signal reconstruction of the 20 MPCM signal samples en-
coded in Table 1, where the first set of columns takes the
priority code words from the output in Table 1 as the input
to the MPCM decoder to decode the signal components in
all 13 stages in the second set of columns. Finally, the last
column of Table 2 lists the predicted values of all the first
20 signal points of �x�n��n=1

20 .

Table 1 The first 20 MPCM-encoded signal samp

Input Prediction

n x�n� x̂�n� ��n� x̂1 x̂2 x̂3 x̂4 x̂5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 367 256 111 0 0 0 0 1

2 144 255 −111 0 0 0 0 0

3 33 127 −94 0 0 0 0 0

4 108 111 −3 0 0 0 0 0

5 70 95 −25 0 0 0 0 0

6 106 96 10 0 0 0 0 0

7 59 63 −4 0 0 0 0 0

8 119 64 55 0 0 0 0 0

9 157 128 29 0 0 0 0 0

10 162 160 2 0 0 0 0 0

11 198 192 6 0 0 0 0 0

12 233 224 9 0 0 0 0 0

13 240 240 0 0 0 0 0 0

14 223 223 0 0 0 0 0 0

15 245 224 21 0 0 0 0 0

16 290 256 34 0 0 0 0 1

17 388 384 4 0 0 0 0 1

18 516 512 4 0 0 0 1 0

19 591 576 15 0 0 0 1 0

20 665 640 25 0 0 0 1 0
To conclude this section, two comments are noteworthy. �

Optical Engineering 097002-6
n order to implement the MPCM-PSSC, a set of param-
ters, such as the stage levels ��k�k=1

M , is required a priori. A
eneral approach to such selection is given by Eq. �7�,
hich is empirically reasonable in our experiments. An-
ther comment is that the computational complexity of the
PCM-PSSC is simple. As a matter of fact, it can be

mplemented as a real-time process for progressive trans-
ission.

MPCM-Based Progresssive Spectral Signature
Coding

s recalled in the MPCM encoding algorithm, a signature
ector r= �r1 ,r2 , . . . ,rL�T will be considered as a 1-D spec-
ral signature where rl is represented by one of the priority
ode words �ck�r��k=1

M with ck�r� taking values in

Fig. 5, using 13 stages for signal decomposition.

ignal components

Output
c�n�x̂7 x̂8 x̂9 x̂10 x̂11 x̂12 x̂13

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6

1 1 0 1 1 1 1 9

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 8

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 7

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 8

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 8

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 9

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 8

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
les in

S

x̂6

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1,2 , . . . ,M�. For example, cl�r� indicates the priority of rl
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Chang et al.: Progressive coding for hyperspectral signature characterization
in the MPCM encoding and decoding. The smaller the
number cl�r� is, the higher priority the rl is for spectral
encoding and decoding.

Next, we can further construct an M-dimensional prior-
ity unit vector associated with the priority code word cl�r�
for MPCM-PSC as follows:

cl�r� = �cl1�r�,cl2�r�, . . . ,clM�r��T �8�

with clk�r�� �0,1� and 	k=1
M clk�r�=1. The condition that

	k=1
M clk�r�=1 in Eq. �8� implies that cl�r� is the only one

component with 1 component and all zeros for its remain-
ing components. It should be noted that the priority code
word cl�r� takes its value in �1,2 , . . . ,M�. Instead of using
the priority code word cl�r� itself, we use its corresponding
M-dimensional priority unit vector cl�r� defined by Eq. �8�,

Table 2 The first 20 MPCM decoded signal point

Input Sign

n c�n� x̂1 x̂2 x̂3 x̂4 x̂5 x̂6

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 5 0 0 0 0 1 0

2 5 0 0 0 0 0 1

3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 9 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 8 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 8 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0

8 7 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 6 0 0 0 0 0 1

10 8 0 0 0 0 0 1

11 7 0 0 0 0 0 1

12 8 0 0 0 0 0 1

13 9 0 0 0 0 0 1

14 8 0 0 0 0 0 1

15 8 0 0 0 0 0 1

16 5 0 0 0 0 1 0

17 6 0 0 0 0 1 1

18 4 0 0 0 1 0 0

19 7 0 0 0 1 0 0

20 6 0 0 0 1 0 1
where the boldface version cl�r� of cl�r� indicates that it is c

Optical Engineering 097002-7
he priority unit vector of the original scalar priority code
ord cl�r�. As an example, for M =8, cl�r� can take any of

ight values, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. In this case, the following
ight-dimensional priority unit vectors derived from Eq. �8�
an be used for spectral signature coding:

l�r� = 1 ⇔ cl�r� = �1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0� ,

l�r� = 2 ⇔ cl�r� = �0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0� ,

l�r� = 3 ⇔ cl�r� = �0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0� ,

l�r� = 4 ⇔ cl�r� = �0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0� ,

e signal reconstruction in Fig. 5 with 13 stages.

ponents

Output
x̂�n�x̂8 x̂9 x̂10 x̂11 x̂12 x̂13

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 256

1 1 1 1 1 1 255

1 1 1 1 1 1 127

1 0 1 1 1 1 111

0 1 1 1 1 1 95

1 0 0 0 0 0 96

1 1 1 1 1 1 63

0 0 0 0 0 0 64

0 0 0 0 0 0 128

1 0 0 0 0 0 160

0 0 0 0 0 0 192

1 0 0 0 0 0 224

1 1 0 0 0 0 240

0 1 1 1 1 1 223

1 0 0 0 0 0 224

0 0 0 0 0 0 256

0 0 0 0 0 0 384

0 0 0 0 0 0 512

0 0 0 0 0 0 576

0 0 0 0 0 0 640
s for th

al com

x̂7

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

l�r� = 5 ⇔ cl�r� = �0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0� ,
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Chang et al.: Progressive coding for hyperspectral signature characterization
cl�r� = 6 ⇔ cl�r� = �0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0� ,

cl�r� = 7 ⇔ cl�r� = �0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0� ,

cl�r� = 8 ⇔ cl�r� = �0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1� . �9�

More specifically, if the priority code word cl�r� resulting
from rl is the priority k, its M-dimensional priority unit
vector cl�r� is then specified by

�10�

where only 1 occurs in the k’th component and represents
its priority specified by the k’th stage. The advantage of
using the M-dimensional priority unit vector is that the po-
sition of the 1 in Eq. �10� indicates the significance of its
priority in the same manner that the bit position indicates
the precision of the bit in a binary representation. Most
importantly, we can use Eq. �10� and the Hamming distance
to define a distance measure between two signature vectors
r= �r1 ,r2 , . . . ,rL�T and s= �s1 ,s2 , . . . ,sL�T at the k’th stage
via their corresponding M-dimensional priority unit vectors
by

Dk�r,s� = 	
l=1

L

clk�r� � clk�s� . �11�

where there is an � exclusive OR.

Table 3 Thirteen stage thresholds fo

Signature �1 �2 �3 �4 �5 �6

s1 2 3 7 16 23 28

s2 1 9 6 19 29 40

s3 2 3 6 10 21 27

s4 1 2 9 26 27 52

s5 0 0 1 5 8 18

Fig. 9 Five spectral signatures of chemical data from NIST.
x-coordinates: band numbers; y-coordinates: priority code words.
Optical Engineering 097002-8
.1 Spectral Discrimination

y virtue of Eq. �11�, the similarity between two signature
ectors r and s can be measured progressively. In other
ords, two signature vectors r and s are first measured by
q. �11� in stage 1 via a prescribed stage threshold, say �1.

f the distance D1�r ,s� is greater than �1, then r and s will
e declared to be distinct. Otherwise, the comparison be-
ween r and s is continued to proceed at stage 2. If the
istance D2�r ,s� is greater than a prescribed stage threshold

2, then r and s will be considered to be distinct signatures.
therwise, a further comparison between r and s is contin-
ed on at stage 3, etc. The implementation of the MPCM-
ased progressive spectral coding for target discrimination
an be summarized as follows.

PCM-PSSC spectral discrimination algorithm.

1. Let r and s be two spectral signature vectors to be
discriminated.

2. Specify the number of stages, M, needing to be pro-
cessed. If two signatures produce different stage
numbers M1 and M2, then M is chosen as the mini-
mum of M1 and M2.

3. Determine the stage thresholds ��k�k=1
M to be used for

discrimination in each of the M stages.
4. Apply the MPCM to r and s to generate their priority

code words as described in Eq. �8� and expressed by
Eq. �10�.

5. Use Eq. �11� to measure the similarity between r and
s progressively. For each stage k, we calculate the
distance Dk�r ,s� and compare it against the k’th stage
threshold, �k. If Dk�r ,s���k, the two pixel vectors r
and s are declared to be distinct, and the process is
terminated. Otherwise, repeat the same procedure un-
til it reaches the last stage M. In this case, we check
if DM�r ,s���M.

6. If DM�r ,s���M, the two pixel vectors r and s are
declared to be distinct, and the process is terminated.

7. If DM�r ,s���M, the process is also terminated and
the output is “no discrimination,” which declares r
and s to be the same signature.

A key issue in implementing the MPCM-PSSC discrimi-
ation algorithm is the determination of an appropriate set
f M stage thresholds for a signature. In doing so a simu-

ignatures in Fig. 9 with SNR 30 : 1.

7 �8 �9 �10 �11 �12 �13

0 47 58 58 54 48 47

1 61 83 96 94 83 81

8 49 50 57 70 66 64

2 110 150 150 140 80 130

0 30 37 55 55 58 87
r five s

�

4

6

3

9

2
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Chang et al.: Progressive coding for hyperspectral signature characterization
lated white Gaussian noise is added to the signature to
achieve a certain signal-to-noise ratio �SNR�. This SNR is
determined by how much sensitivity we would like to have
for a signature responding to its spectral variations.

3.2 Spectral Identification
The target identification studied in this section is different
from the spectral discrimination in Sec. 3.1. While the tar-
get discrimination only discriminates one signature from
another without performing any additional task such as de-
tection, classification, or identification, the target identifica-
tion uses a given database �spectral library� 
 to identify an
unknown target signature t. Unlike spectral discrimination,
the proposed spectral identification does not require stage
thresholds.

MPCM-PSSC spectral identification algorithm 1.

1. Let 
 be a given database �spectral library� that is
made up of p spectral signatures s1 ,s2 , . . . ,sp �i.e.,

= �sh�h=1

p· �, and t be the target spectral signature vec-
tor to be identified via the database 
.

Table 4 Discrimination among five signatur

Signatures 1 2 3 4 5 6

s1-s2 10 32 49 80 94 120

s1-s3 12 32 53 72 100 120

s1-s4 12 30 57 98 100 150

s1-s5 10 28 48 69 88 120

s2-s3 6 22 36 54 88 110

s2-s4 6 20 42 78 82 140

s2-s5 4 18 27 45 66 100

s3-s4 8 16 44 78 88 130

s3-s5 6 14 35 39 80 98

s4-s5 6 14 39 67 76 120

Table 5 Spectral identification for a mixed sign

Signature 1 2 3 4 5 6

s1 6 24 46 80 110 120

s2 12 34 47 88 100 130

s3 14 34 55 92 110 130

s4 14 30 61 110 110 170

s5 12 30 46 77 95 130
Optical Engineering 097002-9
2. Specify, via Eq. �6�, the number of stages, M, needed
to be processed. For each signature sh, let Mh be the
associated stage number. Then M is chosen as the
minimum among M1, M2 , . . . ,Mp.

3. Determine stage thresholds for all M stages, ��k�k=1
M

for s1 ,s2 , . . . ,sp.
4. Apply the MPCM to the target signature t to generate

its priority code. Set k=1.
5. At the k’th stage, calculate the distance Dk�t ,sh� be-

tween t and sh at stage k for 1�h� p, using Eq. �11�.
The best t is identified by sh* with h*

=min1�h�p�Dk�t ,sh��. If there is a tie, the process is
continued with those signatures that yield
min1�h�p�Dk�t ,sh��.

6. If k�M, let k←k+1 and go to step 5. Otherwise,
continue.

7. In this case, we reach the last stage M. The best t is
identified by sh* with h*=min1�h�p�DM�t ,sh��. If
there is a tie at this final stage, the algorithm either
declares “no match” or identifies t as one of the tied
signatures.

Steps 5 to 7 in this algorithm calculate the distance

ig. 9 using the stage thresholds in Table 3.

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

170 190 190 200 160 110 120

150 180 180 180 190 120 140

200 160 180 170 150 87 150

140 160 180 180 170 130 260

140 160 180 200 180 140 170

180 160 190 190 160 110 170

140 130 180 210 160 130 280

160 170 160 180 170 130 170

96 140 160 170 180 170 270

150 130 170 180 160 110 280

s=0.6t+0.1s2+0.1s3+0.1s4+0.1s5 with t=s1.

8 9 10 11 12 13 SUM

170 140 130 130 70 68 1234

170 190 190 150 99 120 1500

170 170 170 180 130 150 1555

160 170 160 140 79 160 1564

150 180 170 160 120 270 1580
es in F
ature,

7

140

170

150

200

140
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Chang et al.: Progressive coding for hyperspectral signature characterization
Dk�t ,sh� between t and sh for each 1�h� p stage by stage
and makes a progressive decision to determine if there is a
match between t and sh* for some h*. There is no need of
implementing stage thresholds as with spectral discrimina-
tion. As an alternative, we can also replace steps 5 to 7 to
derive a second version of MPCM-PSSC target identifica-
tion that postpones the decision until the last stage M by
calculating the sum of stage distances between t and sh in
all M stages. In this case, the identification is to find the
signature that yields the smallest sum.

MPCM-PSSC spectral identification algorithm 2. The
same first four steps used in MPCM-PSSC target identifi-
cation algorithm 1 are followed by 5�. Compute SUMh

=	k=1
M Dk�t ,sh�, and identify t by sh* with h*

=arg�min1�h�p�SUMh��, the signature that yields the small-
est SUMh. If there is a tie at this final stage, the algorithm
either declares “no match” or identifies t as one of the tied
signatures.

It should be noted that step 5� does not make its decision
progressively. Instead, it makes its decision at the final
stage, M, based on the sum of all stage distances. Never-
theless, it does take advantage of the progressive spectral
signature changes occurred at each stage, each of which
contributes its change to the sum.

4 Data Experiments on Chemical/Biological
Laboratory

The ability of the MPCM-PSSC in progressive signature
decomposition and progressive signature reconstruction

Table 6 Spectral identification for a mixed sign

Signature 1 2 3 4 5 6

s1 10 32 53 87 120 150

s2 0 16 22 59 98 130

s3 6 20 42 65 100 130

s4 6 18 48 83 110 160

s5 4 16 31 54 96 120

Table 7 Spectral identification for a mixed sign

Signature 1 2 3 4 5 6

s1 14 34 57 93 100 160

s2 8 30 40 79 92 120

s3 6 18 24 59 84 130

s4 10 24 46 95 92 150

s5 8 24 39 58 78 120
Optical Engineering 097002-1
as demonstrated in Figs. 7 and 8 and Tables 1 and 2. This
nd the following sections further demonstrate the versatil-
ty of the MPCM-PSSC in other applications: spectral dis-
rimination and identification. Two sets of data were used
or experiments: laboratory data and real hyperspectral im-
ges. The laboratory data used in this section are chemical/
iological spectral data available online at NIST’s Web
ite.16 The data set has the five 880-band chemical/
iological spectral signatures shown in Fig. 9, which are for
ethyl salicylate, pentanedione, propanoic acid, thiodigly-

ol, and 3-heptanol. The selection of the data set for the
xperiments was arbitrary, and all the experiments con-
ucted on this data set can be also applied to other data sets
n Ref. 16.

There are two reasons to select this data set. One is to
emonstrate that the MPCM-PSSC has an application in
hemical/biological defense. The other is to demonstrate
hat the MPCM-PSSC can be also used for ultraspectral
ignature characterization with thousands of spectral chan-
els. Some other applications, such as hyperspectral labo-
atory data experiments, can be found in Ref. 17.

xample 1 (Spectral discrimination). In order to per-
orm spectral discrimination using the MPCM-PSSC, we
eed to determine appropriate thresholds for each stage that
re implemented by MPCM-PSSC stage by stage. For each
ignature we create a noise-corrupted signature with SNR
0 : 1, where the SNR was defined in Ref. 18 as the ratio of
he 50%-reflectance signal to the noise standard deviation.
sing the methyl salicylate signature in Fig. 5 as an ex-

mple, the spectral signature is denoted by r

s=0.1s1+0.6t+0.1s3+0.1s4+0.1s5 with t=s2.

8 9 10 11 12 13 SUM

190 170 170 160 96 98 1516

160 150 190 150 110 100 1325

190 160 180 170 130 160 1503

180 170 160 150 95 150 1520

150 170 180 170 120 290 1531

s=0.1s1+0.1s2+0.6t+0.1s4+0.1s5 with t=s3.

8 9 10 11 12 13 SUM

180 170 170 140 110 100 1488

160 200 190 160 130 130 1509

150 160 160 150 140 120 1331

160 170 170 140 110 150 1497

140 170 180 140 140 260 1487
ature,

7

180

140

150

190

130
ature,

7

160

170

130

180

130
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Chang et al.: Progressive coding for hyperspectral signature characterization
= �r1 ,r2 , . . . ,r880�T. Then a noise-corrupted signature de-
noted by r̃= �r̃1 , r̃2 , . . . , r̃880�T can be obtained by adding a
white Gaussian noise to each band to achieve a SNR of
30 : 1. Finally, the MPCM is applied to both the pure sig-
nature with no noise and the 30 : 1-SNR noise-corrupted
signature to obtain their respective MPCM priority code
words for band l, viz., cl= �cl1 ,cl2 , . . . ,clM�T and c̃l

= �c̃l1 , c̃l2 , . . . , c̃lM�T with M =13. Then the k’th stage thresh-
old �k is obtained by

�k = 	
l=1

880

clk � c̃lk. �12�

Table 3 tabulates all the stage thresholds ��k�k=1
M for each of

five signatures, methyl salicylate, pentanedione, propanoic
acid, thiodiglycol, and heptanol, which are denoted by s1,
s2, s3, s4, and s5.

It should be noted that the total number of stages, M
=13, is determined by Eq. �6�. As long as ��k�k=1

M is deter-
mined, the discrimination process starts with the stage
threshold in stage 1. If the distance between two signatures
in stage 1 is greater than the threshold, the two signatures
are declared to be distinct and discrimination process is
terminated. Otherwise, the two signatures cannot be dis-
criminated in stage 1, and the discrimination process is then
passed on to stage 2, where the distance between the two
signatures is calculated and compared with the threshold at
stage 2. If the distance at stage 2 is greater than the thresh-
old, the process is terminated. Otherwise, the same proce-
dure is repeated until the last stage is reached.

Since the stage thresholds produced by one signature
generally are different from those produced by another sig-
nature, the discrimination threshold is then determined by
the minimum of the two different stage thresholds, that is,
min��i�signature 1� , �i�signature 2��. Table 4 shows the re-
sults where the stage thresholds in Table 3 were used for
discrimination, and the shaded numbers are for the stages at
which two signatures were discriminated. As we can see
from Table 4, all the five signatures can be discriminated in
stage 1.

Example 2 (Spectral identification). In this example, we

Table 8 Spectral identification for a mixed sign

Signature 1 2 3 4 5 6

s1 12 34 55 110 130 140

s2 6 24 36 83 110 130

s3 8 22 40 85 110 130

s4 6 14 42 87 110 150

s5 6 20 31 74 110 110
further demonstrate the utility of the MPCM-PSSC in spec- b

Optical Engineering 097002-1
ral identification via a database �spectral library� 
, which
onsists of the five signatures in Fig. 9. For each target
ignature t, 60% abundance fraction was simulated, the
ther four signatures sharing the remaining 40% abundance
raction at 10% each. Five different admixtures were gen-
rated by a fixed mixing composition �0.6, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1,
.1� of the five signatures. When one of s1, s2, s3, s4, and s5

as designated as a target signature, say s1, a mixed signa-
ure s was then generated by mixing 0.6 of s1 with abun-
ance fraction of 0.1 from each of the other four signatures

2, s3, s4, and s5. Table 5 tabulates a progressive spectral
dentification process for such a mixed signature s, where s
as quickly identified correctly by the target signature t
s1 immediately by algorithm 1 in the first stage, as well as
y algorithm 2.

Similar experiments were also performed by changing
he designated target signature t from s1 to s2, s3, s4, and s5

or two spectral identification algorithms. Tables 6–9 tabu-
ate their respective spectral progressive identification re-
ults. All the four mixed signatures are correctly identified
y both algorithm 1 and algorithm 2. This experiment in-
icated that s4 as s5 are very similar to each other in spec-
ral variation. Algorithm 1 had difficulty with identification
ntil stage 2.

As a concluding remark, the abundance fraction of the
arget signature t has an effect on the performance of the

PCM-PSSC in identification. If the abundance fraction
as greater than 60%, its performance improved signifi-

antly. Otherwise, its performance deteriorated as the abun-
ance fraction diminished. In the following real image ex-
eriments, we further demonstrate that the MPCM-PSSC
an still perform effectively when the estimated abundance
raction of a subpixel target is above 40%.

Real-Image Hyperspectral Experiments
he second data set used for experiments was a real image,
hown in Fig. 10�a�, from the HYperspectral Digital Imag-
ry Collection Experiment �HYDICE�. It has a size of 64
64 pixel vectors with 15 panels in the scene. Within the

cene there is also a large grass field background, a forest
n the left edge, and a barely visible road running on the
ight edge. Low-signal, high-noise bands �bands 1 to 3 and

s=0.1s1+0.1s2+0.1s3+0.6t+0.1s5 with t=s4.

8 9 10 11 12 13 SUM

180 180 150 150 95 130 1556

160 190 190 160 110 130 1519

160 170 160 170 120 170 1505

130 150 140 130 72 96 1297

130 150 170 160 130 270 1501
ature,

7

190

190

160

170

140
ands 202 to 210� and water vapor absorption bands �bands
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Chang et al.: Progressive coding for hyperspectral signature characterization
101 to 112 and bands 137 to 153� were removed. The spa-
tial resolution is 1.56 m, and the spectral resolution is
10 nm. There are 15 panels located in the center of the
grass field and arranged in a 5	3 matrix as shown in Fig.
10�b�, which provides the ground truth map of Fig. 10�a�.
Each element in this matrix is a square panel and denoted
by pij with row indexed by i=1,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 and column in-
dexed by j=1,2 ,3. For each row, the three panels pi1, pi2,
pi3 were painted with the same material but have three dif-
ferent sizes. For each column j=1,2 ,3, the five panels p1j,
p2j, p3j, p4j, p5j have the same size but were painted with
five different materials. It should be noted that the panels in
rows 2 and 3 are made of the same material, but with dif-
ferent paints; likewise the panels in rows 4 and 5. Never-
theless, they were still considered as different materials.
The sizes of the panels in the first, second, and third col-
umns are 3	3, 2	2, and 1	1 m, respectively. So the 15
panels have five different materials and three different
sizes. Figure 10�b� shows the precise spatial locations of
these 15 panels, where red �R;� pixels are the panel center
pixels, and yellow �Y� pixels are panel pixels mixed with
background. The 1.56-m spatial resolution of the image
scene suggests that most of the 15 panels are one pixel in

Table 9 Spectral identification for a mixed sign

Signature 1 2 3 4 5 6

s1 10 26 54 72 120 150

s2 4 20 35 56 92 130

s3 6 16 41 58 94 120

s4 6 16 47 72 94 150

s5 2 6 28 37 88 110

Fig. 10 �a� A HYDICE panel scene that contains 15 panels; �b�
ground truth map of spatial locations of the 15 panels; �c� spectral
signatures of panels p1, p2, p3, p4, and p5. x-coordinates: band
pnumbers; y-coordinates: priority code words.

Optical Engineering 097002-1
ize except for p21, p31, p41, p51, which are two-pixel pan-
ls, their pixels being denoted by p211, p221, p311, p312, p411,
412, p511, p521. Since the size of the panels in the third
olumn is 1	1 m, they cannot be seen visually in Fig.
0�a�, because their size is less than the 1.56-m pixel reso-
ution.

Figure 10�c� plots the five panel spectral signatures
pi�i=1

5 obtained from Fig. 10�b�, where the i’th panel sig-
ature, pi, was generated by averaging the R pixels in row
. These panel signature are used to represent target knowl-
dge of the panels in each row.

Two scenarios have been conducted for experiments
ased on this 15-panel HYDICE scene. One is spectral dis-
rimination among the five panel signatures, p1, p2, p3, p4,
nd p5. The other is identifying the 15 panels unsupervised,
sing only knowledge obtained directly from the data.

xample 3 (Spectral discrimination). As in example 1,
he spectral discrimination was performed by the MPCM-
SSC, for which number of stages required was calculated
y Eq. �6� to be M =13 and the stage levels ��k�k=1

13 were
btained by Eq. �7�. In order to implement MPCM-PSSC
lgorithms, we also need to determine an appropriate set of
tage thresholds.

In the same way as in example 1, the desired set of stage
hresholds ��k�k=1

13 �Table 10� were obtained by Eq. �13�,
sing noise-corrupted signatures with SNR set to 30:1 as a
ariation of the signature tolerance.

Table 11 tabulates the discrimination results obtained by
he MPCM-PSSC among the five panel signatures �pi�i=1

5 in
ig. 10�c�. As shown in Table 11, p1 and p2 are more simi-

ar to each other than to the other three panel signatures,
ince the discrimination could be accomplished in stage 2
n terms of spectral variation, in contrast with the other
ignature discrimination, which was made in stage 1.

xample 4 (Spectral identification). The experiments
onducted in this example are very interesting and offer
everal intriguing results and observations. It was designed
o identify the 19 �R� panel pixels, pij in Fig. 10�b� by the

PCM-PSSC. Since the panel pixels p13, p23, p33, p43, p53

ave size 1	1 m, which is smaller than the pixel size,
heir abundance fractions present in single pixels can be at
ost 1 / �1.56�2=0.4109, which can be interpreted as ap-

s=0.1s1+0.1s2+0.1s3+0.1s4+0.6t with t=s5.

8 9 10 11 12 13 SUM

170 190 160 160 120 140 1552

160 180 210 170 130 170 1537

160 180 170 170 150 160 1475

140 170 160 150 98 170 1463

130 150 150 150 130 230 1341
ature,

7

180

180

150

190

130
roximately 50% of the pixel size. As a result, the perfor-
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mance in identification of these subpixel panels can be ex-
pected to be very challenging and difficult. On the other
hand, due to its very high spatial and spectral resolution,
the spectral variations of image pixels in this HYDICE
scene can be very subtle and sensitive. Therefore, using the
five panel signatures �pi�i=1

5 in Fig. 10�c� as a database may
not be appropriate. Instead, a more effective database must
be obtained in an unsupervised way, directly from data. In
doing so, the result of the 34 target pixels generated di-
rectly from the scene by an unsupervised fully constrained
least-squares �UFCLS� method developed in Refs. 11 and
19 was used to form a desired database 
. Among these 34
generated target pixels there were five panel pixels identi-
fied as corresponding to the five distinct panel signatures
�pi�i=1

5 . Table 12 tabulates the results produced by the
MPCM-PSSC using Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 for target
identification along with the abundance fractions of the 19
R pixels estimated by the fully constrained least-squares
method in Ref. 19, where an identification error is high-
lighted by shading.

According to Table 12, Algorithm 1 yielded the best
performance in the sense that it only missed identification

Table 10 Stage thresholds for fi

Panel 1 2 3 4 5 6

p1 2 1 5 10 14 24

p2 2 2 14 9 13 23

p3 1 4 6 8 16 19

p4 3 6 3 11 15 21

p5 3 6 4 10 16 19

Table 11 Discrimination among five panel s

Panels 1 2 3 4 5 6

p1-p2 2 2 10 13 20 32

p1-p3 4 4 17 23 28 29

p1-p4 4 8 8 22 26 37

p1-p5 4 8 11 22 32 34

p2-p3 2 2 13 12 24 35

p2-p4 4 8 14 23 28 33

p2-p5 4 8 17 23 28 30

p3-p4 6 10 19 27 30 34

p3-p5 6 10 22 29 34 35

p4-p5 4 8 3 6 16 25
Optical Engineering 097002-1
f the panels, p13, p212, p33, p412, p43, p53 with estimated
bundance fractions less than 0.3821. Algorithm 2 also
ade six identification errors, but it seemed that these misi-

entifications had no clear tie to the abundance fractions as
ith Algorithm 1. For example, it correctly identified p212,
hose abundance is only 0.3141, but it misidentified p32,
hose abundance is 0.5343. Compared to Algorithm 2, the
AM and the spectral information divergence �SID�11,12 not
nly made the same six identification errors as did Algo-
ithm 2, but also made two additional errors, which are
anel pixels p511, p52 with abundance fractions 0.7203 and
.7789.

This experiment showed that the MPCM-PSSC per-
ormed more effectively than a pixel-based spectral similar-
ty measure such as SAM and SID in Table 12. It should be
oted that real target pixels in Table 12 were compared
gainst the five panel signatures �pi�i=1

5 for analysis.
It is interesting to note that when the five panel signa-

ures �pi�i=1
5 in Fig. 10�c� were directly used for identifica-

ion, the results were reported in Ref. 17 and were not as
ood as the results in Table 12 that were produced by using
he real target pixels in Table 12. This is primarily because

el signatures with SNR 30 : 1.

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

23 16 16 16 9 4 4

24 15 13 11 10 4 4

21 13 11 11 7 6 5

23 20 16 12 7 7 3

21 18 13 10 7 4 3

res using the stage thresholds in Table 10.

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

30 24 29 21 16 4 5

31 26 24 22 11 6 5

32 26 22 23 10 6 4

34 21 13 16 12 2 5

31 22 21 9 11 6 4

36 22 21 10 10 8 3

30 25 28 13 8 4 4

31 12 20 13 9 10 5

29 29 17 16 7 6 6

24 29 21 13 4 6 1
ve pan
ignatu
September 2006/Vol. 45�9�3
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the signatures �pi�i=1
5 obtained by averaging R-panel pixels

are not real pixels, but rather signatures. As a result, the
signature variations of real target pixels have been compro-
mised. The MPCM-PSSC seemed to remedy such defi-
ciency by capturing subtle spectral variations in multiple
stages, which can dictate changes in subtle difference en-
countered in real data as shown in Table 12.

As a final comment, it should be noted that the 34 target
pixels used in this experiment were shown in Ref. 19 to be
sufficient to include target pixels that represent the five dis-
tinct panel spectral signatures. However, that did not imply
that it required at least 34 target pixels to do so. There may
be some unsupervised target detection and classification al-
gorithms that can generate fewer target pixels than 34 but
still include pixels that can represent all the desired five
panel signatures. In that case, these generated target pixels
can be used as a database as well. As expected, the conclu-
sion drawn from Table 12 will remain unchanged.

6 Conclusions
This paper introduces a new concept of progressive spectral

Table 12 Identification of 19 R panel pixels in Fig. 10�a�.

Panel pixels Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2
SAM/
SID

Abundance fractions
estimated by FCLS

p11 p1 p1 p1 1

p12 p1 p2 p2 0.4098

p13 p3 p2 p2 0.0499

p211 p2 p2 p2 0.5255

p221 p3 p2 p2 0.3141

p22 p2 p2 p2 0.6917

p23 p2 p2 p2 0.4221

p311 p3 p3 p3 0.8647

p312 p3 p3 p3 1

p32 p3 p2 p2 0.5343

p33 p2 p2 p2 0.3285

p411 p4 p4 p4 1

p412 p5 p4 p4 0.3821

p42 p4 p4 p4 0.7034

p43 p2 p2 p2 0.2242

p511 p5 p5 p4 0.7203

p521 p5 p5 p5 1

p52 p5 p5 p4 0.7789

p53 p2 p2 p2 0.1466
signature coding �PSSC� for hyperspectral signature char-

Optical Engineering 097002-1
cterization. It is derived from a technique called multi-
tage pulse code modulation �MPCM�, which was previ-
usly developed for progressive image reconstruction and
dge detection. Unlike the commonly used spectral signa-
ure coding, which performs coding with hard decisions,
he proposed PSSC characterizes a hyperspectral signature
n a sequence of soft decisions in multiple stages to produce
profile of progressive changes in spectral variation of the

pectral signature. The idea of the MPCM-based PSSC
MPCM-PSSC� is to use a sequence of soft-decision-based
uantizers to generate a priority code for a hyperspectral
ignature, which can be used to prioritize the signature val-
es across its spectral coverage according to priorities
pecified by stage levels implemented in various stages.
uch a priority code allows one to decompose and recon-
truct a hyperspectral signature progressively in accordance
ith the priorities assigned to spectral signature values in
avelengths. As a result, a profile of progressive changes in

pectral variation can be generated for a hyperspectral sig-
ature and can be further used to dictate subtle differences
n spectral characterization. In order to substantiate the util-
ty of the proposed MPCM-PSSC, applications in spectral
iscrimination and identification have been considered and
nvestigated. Experiments have also been conducted to
emonstrate unique features of the MPCM-PSSC in hyper-
pectral signature characterization, such as progressive
pectral changes, progressive signature decomposition, and
rogressive signature reconstruction, which cannot be
ound in any spectral signature coding.
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